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On Regular Neighbourhoods of 2-Manifolds
in 4-Euclidean Space. I
By Hiroshi NOGUCHII}
Introduction
In 1921 L. Antoine [1] dealt with the embedding of sets in a
Euclidean space R and he pointed out that there are three categories
of the embeddings. Let P, Q be (topologically) equivalent sets in R.
The first category: There is an orientation preserving homeomorphism
onto ψ:R-*R such that ψ(P)=Q. We say that P, Q are congruent.
The second category: There are neighbourhoods ί/(P), U(Q) of P, Q
respectively such that there exists an orientation preserving homeomor-
phism onto ψ: U(P)^U(Q) such that ψ(P) = Q. We say that P, Q are
semicongruent. The third category: P, Q are neither congruent nor
semicongruent.
The present paper deals with the second category of the piecewise
linear embedding of polyhedral manifolds in Rn (n — 3, 4). The questions
studied are mostly local in character. We often use some of the results
and methods due to J.H.C. Whitehead [9] and V.K.A.M. Gugenheim
[6. I, 6. II]. I am greatly indebted to their papers.
The exposition is as follows: In section 1 the results which are
well known and will be used in the rest of the paper are stated.
The results in section 2 are analogous appropriate to congruence of
theorems due to Whitehead concerning regular neighbourhoods of poly-
hedra in a Euclidean space. Section 3 contains the fundamental defini-
tions and lemmas. In section 4 we deal with (n—ΐ)-manifolds in
Rn (n = 3, 4) and show that the equivalent manifolds are semicongruent
(Theorem 2). In section 5 we deal with 2-manifolds in R* (Theorem 3)
and characterize the semicongruence classes of equivalent oriented
2-manifolds in P4 (Theorem 4). Section 6 contains some geometric
applications of the above considerations.
1. Preliminaries
1.1. Rn will stand throughout this paper for w-dimensional metric
1) The paper was written while the author held an Yukawa Fellowship at Osaka University.
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Euclidean space (in the statements using this and other points sets the
superscripts which denote the dimensionalities will often be omitted
when they are clear from the context). By a simplex we shall mean a
closed Euclidean simplex, and by a complex, a rectilinear closed locally
finite simplicial subcomplex of some Euclidean space (we only deal with
finite complexes except for R). Let K be a complex; we denote by \K\
the point set covered by the simplexes of K; such a point set will be
called a polyhedron and K a partition of the polyhedron. For con-
venience sake we very often use K instead of \ K \ .
Polyhedra having isomorphic partitions will be said to be equivalent.
Let K, L be isomorphic partitions of polyhedra P, Q. Let φ : P-» Q be
the homeomorphism obtained by mapping each simplex of K linearly
onto its correlate in L. We call φ a piecewise linear homeomorphism
onto, or PLO. Let Qζ^T, where T is a polyhedron. Then the mapping
ψ:P-->T defined by ψ(*) =φ(x) for x€P is called a piecewise linear
homeomorphism into, or PLI. The identity map be denoted by 1.
By / we shall denote the closed interval 0<1£<;1. Let P, Q be
polyhedra and let
φ 7 :Px/->Qx/
be a PLI such that φz(x, t) = (y, t), where #GP, y£Q and t£l. If x, y
and t are related as above, we write y = φt(x)> and have thus defined a
map φt : P^> Q which is a PLI and is such that
In the above situation, the PLI φ/ or the family of PLI φf are called
an into isotopy between the PLI φ0 and φ1? which are said to be into
isotopic; we write φ0 — φ lβ If φ/ is a PLO or equivalent! y, if each φt is
a PLO, then we refer to an onto isotopy, we say that φ0, Φi are onto
isotopic and write φ0f^φί. Both ~ and ^ are equivalence relations
[6. 1].
1. 2. By a q-element Eq we shall mean a polyhedron equivalent to
a ^-simplex A*, by a q-sphere Sq one equivalent to the boundary of a
(q + 1) -simplex.
Let K be a complex and H a set of simplexes in K. We denote by
N(H, K) the set of all simplexes of K which contain one or more sim-
plexes in H and referred to as the star of H in K. The set of simplexes
of K which are faces not intersecting H in some simplexes of N(H, K)
is denoted by L(H, K) and referred to as the link of H in K.
A (combinatorial) ^-manifold Mq is defined as a complex Mq such
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that \N(Δ> M)\ is a ^-element for every simplex Δc^M. Alternatively,
it is characterized as follows: Let x be any vertex of M. Then
\L(x, M)\ is a (#—1)-element if xeM, a (#-1)-sphere if x£lM, where
M will denote the boundary of M and IM=M—M.
From now on manifold will mean connected manifold. Let M9 be
an orientable tf-manifold. An orientation preserving PLI φ:N9-^M9,
where Nq(^Mq is an orientable submanifold, is said to be positive in
Mq. If a PLO φ:M9-+M9 is positive in M9 we call it a + PLO.
The following is well known:
(a) Let S be a sphere and φ:S->S a +PLO. Then φ^l [6. 1].
(b) Let E be an element and φ : E^E a -f PLO. Then φ ^  1 [6. I].
(c) Let M2 be an orientable closed 2-manifold and φ:M2->M2 a
PLO such that φ induces an inner automorphism of the fundamental
group of M2. Then φ^l [4].
(d) Let Mq be an orientable ^-manifold and E\ (ί = 1, 2) ^-elements
in IM9. Let P(^Mq—E\—E\ be a polyhedron which does not discon-
nect M9 and let φ :£?->££ be a given PLO which is positive in M9.
There is a +PLO ψ:M9->M9 such that ψ|P=l, ψ|£? = φ and ψ>^l
[6. I, Theorem 3 and also see its Remark].
(e) Let M9 be a ^-manifold (#>!) and xiy y£ (/ = !, ••- , k) points
in IM9. Then there is a +PLO φ:M9-+M9 such that φ(χi)=yi for
each i and φ^l (it is trivial, see [8]).
1.3. Let M be an orientable manifold and P, Q polyhedra of M.
We say that P, Q are congruent in M, P=Q in M, if there is a +PLO
φ:M->M such that φ(P)=Q. In statements using this and consequen-
tial definitions the words in M will often be omitted when they are
clear. In the rest part of the paper by polyhedron we shall either
mean polyhedron P in the same sense as up to now; or else oriented
polyhedron P, in which latter case all PLI, equivalence and congruence
relations are taken to be consistent with the given orientations.
The following is due to Gugenheim [6. II]. A polyhedron P is
said to be locally embedded in an orientable w-manifold Mn if there is
an w-element En<^Mn such that Pζ^IE" and P does not disconnect Mn.
By {P, Mn} we shall denote a polyhedron P locally embedded in Mn
and the oriented manifold Mn. We call {P, Mn} a pair. We say that
the pair {P, Mn} and {Q, Nn} are congruent, {P, Mn} = {Q, Nn}, if,
since P is locally embedded, there is a +PLO φ:En-*Nn, where En
has the orientation induced by Mn such that φ(P)=Q. Congruence is
an equivalence relation between pairs.
Let If be an equivalence class of polyhedra. By (/7, n) we denote
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the set of congruence classes of pairs {P, Mn} , where P € fj and Mn is
an oriented ^-manifold.
For <?<CX let <^#, n^> denote the set of congruence classes of
oriented ^-elements of Rn, <^qy n^> is a commutative semigroup and
the zero element θ€<^<?, n^> denotes the congruence class of flat
q-elements which are congruent in Rn to an arbitrary oriented ^-simplex.
We shall take <X n^> = 0 as a formal way of saying that all ^-elements
of Rn which have the orientations which are induced by a fixed orienta-
tion of Rny are flat (see 1.2 (d)).
For q<^n — l, let (q, n) denote the set of congruence classes of
oriented ^-spheres of Rn, (qy n) is a commutative semigroup and the zero
element 0 G (q, n) denotes the congruence class of flat q-spheres which
are congruent in Rn to an arbitrary oriented boundary of a (# + !)-
simplex. Choose an orientation of Rn and give to every (n — l)-sphere
of Rn the orientation induced by its interior; then («-l, n) denotes the
congruence classes of (n-l) -spheres so oriented.
Then we may identify
(E*, n) and <^q, n^> if
(Σ*> n) and (q, n) if 0<>— 1,
where E* are the equivalence class of oriented ^-elements and Σ* that
of oriented (/-spheres. The following is well known.
(a) Let P,Q(^Rn be polyhedra and let φ : Rn->Rn be a + PLO such
that φ(P)=Q. Then there is an ^-element £g and -f PLO φ0 : R" -* R"
such that φ0 cl(Rn-E%) = l and φ0 |P^φ|P [6. I, 5, 7].
(b) Let P,Q^Rn be ^-dimensional polyhedra, 2q+2 <^ny and
φ : P->Q be a given PLO. Then there is a +PLO -ψ :Rn->Rn such that
ψ\P=φ [6.1].
(c) <1, «> = 0 for each n^l [6.1],
<>, ra> = 0 for 2q + l<n [6. II] ,
<2, w> — 0 for nφ4 [6. II, 5] ,
(1,2) =0 well known,
. ( q , n ) =0 for 2q + 2<n [6.1],
(2, 3) =-0 Alexander's theorem [5, 7] .
2. Regular Neighbourhoods in Rn
2. 1. If jRΓ is a complex, /Γ and /f7 will stand for the first and
second derived complexes of K. Let Mn be an ^-dimensional manifold
which contains K as a subcomplex. By a regular neighbourhood of K
in MM we shall mean a subcomplex U(K, M) of M, such that U(K, M)
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is an ^-dimensional manifold and U(Ky M) contracts geometrically into
K. The main results of Whitehead [9, p. 293] are;
(a) N(K", M"} is a regular neighbourhood.
(b) Any two regular neighbourhoods of K in M are equivalent.
(c) If K is geometrically collapsible, U(K, Mn) is an ^-element.
By U(K) we often denote U(K, M) when M=R.
2. 2. Let M9 be a g-manifold and Eq a ^-element such that
a (#-l)-element. We say that Mq and Eq have regular contact in Eq~l.
A transformation Mq -+Mq \jEq, where Mq and Eq have regular contact
in a (q-1) -element on the boundary of both, or the resultant of a finite
sequence of such transformations, will be called a regular expansion of
Mq [9, p. 291].
Let Mq(^Rn be a ^-manifold and Fq^Mq a ^-element such that
a (#— l)~element. Let Eq(^Rn have regular contact with Mq in F*"1
and let the ^-element Eq\jFq be flat. Then we call Eq a flat attachment
to M* [6. I, p. 33].
Lemma. // Mnζ^Rn is an n-manifold, En(^Rn is an n-element and
Mn->Mn\jEn is a regular expansion of Mn, then En is, a Hat attachment
to Mn.
Proof. Since the transformation Mn '-> M" '\j En is a regular expan-
sion, En meets Mn in an (n — l)-element Fn~l on the boundary of both.
Let Fn=U(Fn-\Mn). By 2.1 (c) Fn is an ^-element in Mn such that
Mnr\Fn^Fn-\ Since, by 1.2 (d), the ^-element En\jFn is flat, En is a
flat attachment to Mn.
2. 3. Theorem 1. If P is a polyhedron in Rn, any two regular neigh-
bourhoods U^P) and U2(P) are congruent in Rn relative to P> that is to
say, there is a + PLO φ:Rn->Rn such that φ(Ul(P)) = U2(P) and φ\P=l.
Proof. Let \K =P be a partition such that K is a subcomplex
of R and each of the regular neighbourhood Uf(P) contracts formally
into K, ι = l, 2 [9, p. 296]. By the second corollary to Lemma 10 of
[9, p. 293], C/; expands regularly into N(U
 y R"). Since K expands
formally into Uiy it follows from Lemma 11 of [9, p. 294] that N(K", R")
expands regularly into N(U",R"). Hence by Lemma 2.2 and Theo-
rem 6 of [6. I]
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[/,= [/; =7V({y;, R')=N(K', R") .
Therefore there is a -fPLO φ:R->R such that φ(U1) = U2. Since by
2. 1 (a) we may assume that Fn in Lemma 2. 2 which arises at each
step of regular expansions is disjoint from P,φ\P=l.
2. 4. Corollary 1. // P, Q are congruent polyhedra in Rn, then U(P]
and U(Q) are congruent in Rn.
Proof. Let φ.iR-^R be a -fPLO such that φ1(P)=Q. Then
φ1(U(P)) is an //-manifold which contracts geometrically into φ1(P)=Q,
that is to say, φ1(U(P)} is a regular neighbourhood of Q in R. Hence,
by Theorem 1, there is a -fPLO φ2:R-*R such that Φd>ί(U(P)) =
2. 5. Corollary 2. // P, Q 0/0 equivalent q-dimensional polyhedra in
Rn, then U(P) and U(Q) are congruent and also equivalent provided
This follows from 1.3 (b) and 2.4 (see Theorem 24 of [9]).
2. 6. REMARK. We can prove the following but since it is unneces-
sary in the rest of the paper, the proof is omitted:
// Em is an m-element in R1 (m<Lri). Then the fundamental group
of Rn-Em is the unity.
3. Local congruence and semicongruence.
3. 1. Let Rn be Rn with a given orientation which we keep fixed
throughout all w-elements of Rn and their boundaries will be given the
induced orientation.
Let Mq be an oriented g-manifold of Rn, and let q<^n\ we give to
all ^-elements of Mq and their boundaries the induced orientation.
Then we have for any vertex x£M' the pairs {N(x, M"), R},
{£(*, M"), L(#, R"}}. If tfO-1, {N(x, M"}, R} represents an element
in <^q,n^>, {L(#, M"), £(*, R"}} represents an element in (q—l,n — l}
if ΛΓ6/M and in <^q— 1, n — 1^ > if x^M.
3. 2. DEFINITION 1. Let M*, Nq be equivalent oriented ^-manifolds
of Rn. We say that M9, Nq are locally congruent in Rn, if there is a
•4-PLO φ:Mq-*Nq such that for any vertex *eM'
If Mq, N* are nonorientable, M*, jίV* are locally congruent when
there is a PLO φ:Mp-+N9 as above, where the orientation of L(#, Mx/)
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is any one of the possible orientations of L(x, M") and that of
L(φ(x), TV") is one induced by ψ and that of L(x9 M"}.
DEFINITION 2. Let M\ Nq be equivalent oriented ^-manifolds of Rn.
We say that M9, Nq are semicongruent in Rn if there are regular neigh-
bourhoods U(Mq)9 U(Nq) and + PLO ψ : V(M9) -> V(Nq] such that
γ(M)=N. If Mq,Nq are nonorientable, MqyNq are semicongruent
when there is a +PLO ψ : U(Mq)-*U(Nq) such that ψ (Af)=#.
REMARK. It is clear that local congruence is an equivalence relation.
The reflexive and symmetric laws are clear for semicongruence and the
transitive law is easily proved by Theorem 1. Thus semicongruence is
an equivalence relation. Hence we may define local congruence classes
and semicongruence classes of equivalent oriented (or nonorientable)
manifolds in Rn. If M9, Nq of Rn are semicongruent, they are locally
congruent. But whether in general the converse is true I do not know.
3.3. Lemma. // St (i = l, 2} are oriented 1-spheres of I? and φ is
a + PLO:S1->S2. Then there is a + PLO φ: N(Sί, R"} ->JV(Sί, R"}
such that ψ\S1 = φ.
Proof. Let Sf (/ = !, 2) be subcomplexes of R3. Let Xj be vertices
of S/ and φ(xj)=yj vertices of S2' (./=!, ••• >p] which are ordered by
the orientation of Sf (i = l, 2). It is well known that N(S?9 R"} is the
aggregate of 3-elements N(ziί9 R"}y Λvhere z{j is a vertex of S/, that is
to say, N(S'i9R')=N(zij9 R') [9, p. 294]. Let N(zij9 B")r\N(ziJ+l, R')
,
v+1, Sf) , L(z{}, R"}}
= N(L(Ziί, S;')AL(2(7+1) S;), L(giJ+l, R'))
is a 2-element (i — l, 2. j=l, — ,p mod p ) .
Since L(z{j, S") is two points and L(zi}, R'} is a 2-sphere such that
L(z
a
, S'!}CL(z{j, R"}, by 1.2 (e) for each j=l, - ,p
2 ) {L(x]t S'{], L(Xj, R"}} = {L(yjt Si) , L(y}, R")} .
By (2) there is a +PLO <K :!,(*„ Λ")-*I (Λ, -K") such that ψί (!•(«„ Si'))
= L(^, Sz). Since D. y-i^Av ΦZ-te /, /?") for ί = 1,2 and y=l, ••-,/> mod/),
from (1) and Theorem 1 we have a +PLO
 Pl : L(ylt R")-^L(yl, R")
such that
pι(tί(A))=A /=l,ί and
Hence ψί :!,(*„ B")->L(ylt R") defined by ψ1' = /j1ψ ί is a +PLO such
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that ψΊ'(A/)=Ay t/ = l,ί) and γΐ(L(x19 Sί))=L(yί9 S ϊ ) . Then we
extend ψ / to a -fPLO ^ : N(x19 R")-*N(yly R"} by the usual method
(see 3.11 of [6. I]), we have ψ , such that ψ JNfo, Sί)=Φ and ^(Ay)
= Ay (J = l,ί)
As above by (2), we have a +PLO tyZ :L(x2,R')-*L(y29 R'} such
that γζ(L(x2, Sι))=L(y29 Sζ). From (1) and Theorem 1 we can assume
that
Since D21 is a 2-element and ψyψί'
1
 Ai is a -f PLO: D21->D2ΐ, by 1.2 (d)
there is a -f-PLO p2:L(y2y R"}^L(y2, R"} such that p2 cl(L(y29 R")-H,2]
= 1, p2 | Aι = ψiι^r2"1, where #yΛ is a regular neighbourhood of Ay in
L(yk9 R"} which is disjoint from HJ+lk. Hence ψ / : ΛΓ(*2, R"}^N(y2, R"}
defined by ψ2' = /o2ψ2 on £(#2, -K") and the usual method (see 3.11 of
[6. I]) on JV(#2, R") — L(x2, R"}y is a -f PLO which is consistent with ^
on Ai Then ^rΛffou^, R')-^N(y^\jy2J R"} defined by
ψ2
==Λ{fι On Λ^( ^ ι> ^O >
^^r-ψ / on N(x29 R")
is a +PLO such that fJΛ^v^, Sf) =φ and ψ(Ay)=Ay (j=p,2).
Since the same construction can be applied succesively, we have a
+ PLO t/>-ι : ^ ( i^ ^ - ^^-i, R"}-^N(yι w ... w^_ l f J?/x) such that
ψf- i lJVtav WΛ
ί
. 1 ,Sί)=φ and ψ ί_ 1(Ay)=Ay (j=P,P~l).
As above there is a +PLO f; : L(^, #") -+L(yp9 R"} such that
ψ;(L(*,, Sf)) =L(
Λ
, Sί) and ψ (Ay) = Ay (j=A ί-l) By twice appli-
cations of 1.2 (d) there is a +PLO
 Pp:L(ypJ R"}-^L(yp, R"} such that
PP\D2p_^D2p = ψp_^ and Pp\cl(L(yp, R"}-Hp_lp-Hpp] =1. Hence
γp' .N(xp,K')^N(yp9R') defined by f/ = p ;^ on L(^, 1JΌ and the
usual way on Λf^, R"}—L(xp, R") is a +PLO which is consistent with
ψj_ l β Then
f = ^  : N(x, \J .- u ^ , R')
defined by taking
ψ = ψ>_ι on N(XI\J ". \J xp-l9 R"} and
f = f/ on N(xp,R')
is a -fPLO such that ψ|S! = φ.
3. 4. From 3. 3, 1. 2 (a) and Theorem 1 we have the well known
result [3].
REMARK. Any two oriented 1-spheres in R3 are semi congruent in R3.
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Therefore the topological type of any regular neighbourhood of 1-sphere
in ί? is the full torus, that is to say, the Cartesian product of a 2-element
with a 1-sphere.
3. 5. Lemma. If S{ are 1-spheres of 3-spheres S\ (i = l, 2} and φ is a
+PW:SlvN(xh9 S?77) v. . v N(xk, SY')-»SΛvN(yh, SI77) v- vΛT(Λ, S!7')
such that φ(S1)=S29 φ(N(xΛ9 S?77)) = N(yk9 SI77), -, Φ(N(*» ^f}}=N(yky S8")
and φ(N(xl9 SY')nN(xm9 Sl"))=N(yl9 Si") nJVbu S!77) for / € (A, -, A),
me (A, • • • , & ) , where xj9 φ(xj}=yj are the vertices of S/, S27 respectively
(j=l, ,p)and (A, ,A)Φ(1, -,£). Then thereis a +PLOγ:N(Sί,SΪ')
ζ, S 7 7
= N(y
ί9 S\"} for each j=l, ••• ,/> αwc/ ψ fe), ψ(δj are homotopic to az, bz
respectively, where aiy b{ is an appropriately oriented canonical curve system
of the torus N(S
 y S?") such that a{ is homotopic to zero in N(SΪ, S?")
(ί = l,2).
Proof. The first part of Lemma is clear from the proof of Lemma
3.3. Since a
λ
 is homotopic to zero in N(Sΐ, SfO, ψ(«ι) is also homotopic
to zero in N(Sζ, SI77), that is to say, ^ (#0 is homotopic to az.
If -^(δj) is not homotopic to &2, it is homotopic to al2b29 where /φO
is an integer. Since (A, ••• , &) φ (1, ••• ,^), there is a number, say p, such
that φ does not define on N(xp9 S?77). In the construction of ψ , we take
a +PLO pp:L(yp, S\')^>L(yp, Si7/) such that
PP \ D2p-ιVDzp = ψp-^p
 -1
 and
PP\cl(L(yp,Sl')-Hp.lp-Hpp)
is an appropriate /-times rotation of the cylinder cl(L(yp9 Si77)
—Hp_lp—Hpp) about S2 which is the identity on the boundary of the
cylinder and whose direction is the inverse of the orientation of az.
Thus the resulting f is a +PLO : Λf(Sί, S?77) -> N(S^ Si77) such that ψfo)
is homotopic to bz. Hence ψ is the required +PLO.
4. (n-l)-Manifolds in Rn (n = 3f 4)
4.1. Let ΛΓ"1 be a manifold in Rn (w = 3, 4) and Jt:0, jty vertices of
M which are the boundary of the 1-simplex (xQ9 Xj) of M7, then
is an (n— 2)-element which is the dual cell of (#0, Xj) in M77, and
N(x0, R"}r\N(xjy R")=Ej is an (w-l)-element which is the dual cell of
(xQ9 Xj) in R". Let xί9 ,xp be vertices of M7 which belong to L(ΛO, M7),
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V7 Cj = L(xQ, M"), an (n— 2)-sphere if x0£lM, an (n— 2)-element if
and
4. 2. Lemma n. Let SΓ1 be (n-l)-spheres (n = 2, 3, 4), let
be (n-2}-spheres (i=l, 2) and φ:(SΓ2vElh\j ~\j Elk)^(SΓ2vE2h\j •- \j
E2k) be a +PLO such that φ(SΓ2) = SΓ2, φ(EJ=E2hy .- ,φ(Elk)=E2k
and Φ(Elίr\Elm)=E2ίnE2m for l£(h, ~ ,k), m£(h, ••• ,k), where E^ is
the star of vertex x f j (j=l, -•- ,p] of (SΓ2)/X /» (SΓ1)" s«cA that
\JEij = N((SΓ2)", (SΓΎ) and IEijy lEik are disjoint for jφk and
Φ(Xιj)=x2j Then there is a +PLO ψ : SΓ1 -> SΓ1 such that ψ|SΓ2wE lΛ
w ••- \jElk = φ and ^(E^}=E2j for each j.
Proof. We shall prove the Lemma by induction. Since the Lemma
is clear for the case n=2, we wish to make the inductive step.
Let CΓ1, CΓ1 be (n-1) -elements and p : (OΓ1Y -» (CΓ1Y a +PLO,
there is a -fPLO ^rCΓ'-^CΓ1 such that
 v
\(CΓ1Y = ρ (see 3.12 of
[6.1]). Since by (n-2, Λ-l)=0 for « = 3, 4, cl(SΓl- \J E{j] is two
(w-l)-elements, it is sufficient to prove the Lemma that there is a
-fPLO t : #
ι
) - > ( V / £ such that ψ|SΓ2^£lΛ \j -•- \JElk = φ andl
=E2j for each j.
We construct a -fPLO ψ by the stepwise extension of φ. Let Elq
be a star such that 0ΦA, ••-,£. Since (w— 3, #— 2)— 0 for w — 3, 4,
there is a +PLO ψί : (ElgY~+(Elqγ such that ^(Dlq}=D2g where D,^  is
the star of xiq of (SΓ2)/7 in (SΓΎ If there is an Eλj such that
ye (A, ••-,&) and E^r\E^q is not empty. Since ΦΨΓΊA* is a +PLO, by
1. 2 (d), φfΓ1 1 Aff « I- By Theorem 5 in 6. 2 there is a + PLO η : (E2q}
-* (JξJ such that 17 1 Aff = ΦΨ'Γ1 1 A^ Then t/ : (^)β -* (^)β defined by
ψ / = 37ψ ^  is a +PLO such that ψ/|D^ = φ. If E^/^E^ is empty for
each ./=/*, ••• ,&, we take l^g
/
 = ^ q.
Since E^, Z)^  may correspond with S?~2, S?~3 of Lemma for the
case n— 1, by the inductive hypothesis and the usual extension (see 3.11
of [6.1]) we have a +PLO ψ*:Elq-*E2q such that ψ*| ((SΓ'w^v. .u
Elk)r\Elq)=φ and ψ*(Flr)=F2ry where FίV is the star of vertex #lV of
(At)" in (JSJ77.
Then ti^ SΓ'w^w. . ufii^ufiJ-^ίSS^uJE^u - \jE2k\jE2q] de-
fined by taking
ψ i = Φ on SΓ 2 vElh \J - - - w E1Λ
1 = * on El
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is a +PLO which is the extension of φ over Sι~2wE1A u ••• vElk \jElq
and ψΊ(-EΊff) = E2q . By the same constructions we can extend φ to
ψ : ( V/ £iy) -> ( 0 E2j] such that ψ (JEiy) = E2j for each /= 1, - , p. This
completes the proof.
4.3. The following is evident.
Lemma n. Let SΓ1 be (n-ΐ)-spheres (n=2, 3, 4), let Q^C SΓ1 be
(n-2}-elements. (i=l, 2) and let φ: (CΓ2vElhv ••• \jElk}-*(Cn2-2\jE2k
\j ••• \jE2k] be a +PLO such that φ(CΓ2) =CΓ2> Φ(Elh} = E2h, ••• , φ(Elk)
= E2k and φ(Ellr\Elm)=E2lr\E2m for / G (A, — , &), m€(h, ••• ,&), w/^0 £?#
is #z0 5/Λr o/ i βr/βjt; % (; = 1, — ,ί) o/ (CΓ2)/7 ^ (SΓ1)77 such that
\J
ί
Eij = N((CΓΎ', (SΓ1)77) and IEijt IEik are disjoint far jφk and
φ~(Xlj) = Xzj . Then there is a + PLO ψ : SΓ1 -> SΓ1 such that ψ> | CΓ 2 ^ ^IΛ
u ••• \jElk = φ and ψ(Elj)=E2j for each j=l, •-• ,p.
4.4. Lemma. // M{ (i = l92) are (n—\}-mani folds in Rn (n = 3,4)
and φ:Ml-^M2 is a +PLO, then there is a +PLO ψ : JV(Afί, R')
'i, R"} such that
Proof. .Let x
s
 be vertices of M/ and Φ(xj)=yj vertices of M2
(y=l, ••• , m). Since the topological type of L(xl9 MI) coincides with that
of L ( y l 9 M Ϊ ) (see 4.1), there is a +PLO ^|L(^, Mi) : L(xί9 MΪ)
-*L(y19 MZ) and L(zijy R"} is an (« — l)-sphere, where % is a vertex of
M/, by Lemma 4. 2 or Lemma 4.3 there is a +PLO ψ*/ : L(xl9 R"}
-*L(ylyR") such that ^\L(xl9 Mi) =φ and ψ (JBJ =S2α, where Eίβ is
the star of vertex *
ίβ
 of L(zil9 M ) in L^, R') (see 4. 2 or 4. 3). Then,
extending ψ / to a +PLO ψ
x
 : N(x19 R"}^N(y^ R"} by the usual method,
we have
ψ i |tf(*!, Mi) =φ and ψ1(EJ=Eaβ for each β.
As above, by Lemma 4.2 or 4.3 we have a +PLO ψZ:L(x29 R")
^L(y2yR"} such that M\N(xl9R')r\L(xΛ, R')=^,M\L(xl9Ml}=φ
and ψιί(/?ιft)=-P26> where ^ is the star of vertex zik of L(zi29 M{) in
L(zi2,R"}. Then we extend ψί to a +PLO ψ/ : ΛΓ(jca, R"}-*N(y2, R'}
by the usual method which is consistent with ΨΊ. Thus ^2 N(x^\jχ2y R"}
-^N(yl\jy29 R"} defined, by taking
ψ ^ ψ x on
ψ2 = ψ/, on
is a -hPLO such that
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MΪ)=φ, ψ2(EJ=E2a and
ib) = F2b for each a, b .
Since the same construction can be applied to #3, ••• , xm succesively,
we have a +PLO γ
m
 : N(x1 \J ••• w χm, R") -> N(y^ \J ••• v;yw, #") such
that ψJΛffov ••• \jχ
m
, M?)=φ. Thus ψ = ψ
m
 is the required +PLO.
4. 5. From 4. 4 we have
Theorem 2. ^ry /wo equivalent (n—\}-mani folds in Rn (n=3, 4} are
semicongruent.
REMARK. From Theorem 2, 2. 1 (c) and 1. 2 (d), we have <3.4> = 0
[6. Π].
5. Orientable 2-manifolds in I?4
5.1. Let M be a 2-manifold in Jf?4 and x09 Xj vertices of M' which
are the boundary of the 1-simplex (xQ, Xj) of M'. Then
N(x0 , M"} n JV(Λy , M"} = Cj
is a 1-element which is the dual cell of (XQ, Xj) in Mh ', and
is a 3-element which is the dual cell of (xQ9 Xj) in R".
Let Λ!, ••• , Xp be vertices of M' which belong to L(x0, M'),
if
a 1-element if
and JE^NMxt, M"}, L(x0, R")).
5.2. Lemma. Lei S^ be "^-spheres, let S\ζ^S\ (i = l, 2) be l-spheres
such that {S1,S!} = {SJ,S1} αwrf /eί φ: (Siwfi1,* w ••• \j Elk}->(S\\jE2h
\j ••• \jE2k] be a +PLO such that φ(S\) =S12, φ(Elh)=E2h, ••• , φ(Elk) =E2k
and φ(Elίr\Elm) =E2lr\E2m for / € (h, ••• , k ) , m£ (h, ••• , k) and (h, ••• , k)
Φ(l,. .,p), where Ei} is N(z{j, Sf") in Lemma 3.5 (j = l, ,p). Then
there is. a +PLO -ψ : Sf^Si such that ty\S\\jElh \j ••• \j Elk = φ and
^=E2} for each j = l, ••• ,p.
Proof. Since {Si, S?} = {SI, SI}, there is a +PLO θ : S| — S? such
that 0(S|) =Si and Θ(N(S\, SI") =N(S\", SI"). Let a, b be the canonical
curve system of N(Sl", 82") such that a is homotopic to zero in
N(S\", SI"), θ(ά), θ(b) is also the canonical curve system of N(S\", S\").
By Lemma 3. 5 there is a +PLO f : N(S\", SΓ)^N(S12", SI") such that
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ψ'\S\\jElh\j — \jElk = φ and ^(Elj)=E2j for each j and
are homotopic to a, b respectively. Thus f'fllΛ^", SI") : #(S|", SI")
-*N(S¥'y SI77) is a PLO which induces the identical automorphism of
the fundamental group of JV(S|", Si"). By 1.2(c), γθ\N(S¥', SS") «1.
By Theorem 5 in 6. 2, there is an isotopy λ, : SI -> Si such that λ0 = 1,
£", SI") = ψθ I JV(S1", SI") . Then ψ : S? -> S| defined by taking
on ΛT(SΪ", S?")
on c/(S5-#(Sϊ", Sf'))
is the required -f PLO.
5.3. Since (2, 3)=0, the following is evident.
Lemma. Let Sf #0 3-spheres, let CJd Sf (i = l,2) be 1-elements and
let φ: (C\\jElh\j - \j Elk)-+(Cl2\jE2h\j •>• \J E2k) be a + PLO such that
Φ(C\) = Cl9φ(E,k)=E2h9^9φ(Elk)=E2k and Φ(Ellr\E1M)=E2ir\E2m for
/ G (h, ••• , &), m£(hy ~ ,k), where Etj is analogous to Lemma 5. 2
(] = !,... ,p). Then there is a +PLO ψ : S?-^S| such that ψ\S\\jElh
u \jElk = φ and
5.4. Lemma. // M
ί9 M2 are oriented 2-manifolds in R* and
φ:M1->M2 is a +PLO such that for any vertex xeMS
( * ) {L(x, Mi) , L(x, R")} = {L(φ(x} , Mi) , L(φ(jc) , 1?")}
Mere w Λ . +PLO ψ: Λ^(MΓ, R"}^N(MΪ, R"} such that ψ\M1 = φ.
Proof. Let *, be vertices of M/ and φ(χ.)=y. vertices of M2
(ί = l, ••• , w). Since the topological type of L(x19 MI) coincides with that
of L ( y 1 9 M ί ) and there is a +PLO Φ|L(^, MΓ) : L(x19 Mi) -*L(yl9 Mi)
by 5.2 or 5.3 and (*) there is a +PLO fa' :L(x19 R")-»L(y19 R") such
that ψ
 1 |L(Λ 1,Mί)=φ and fa' (E^) = E2J- for each j (see 5.2 and 5.3).
Then, extending ψ/ to a +PLO ^ : N(x19 R"} -+N(y19 R") by the usual
method, we have ψι\N(xl9 M^)— Φ and ψ1(E1y)=£2y for each j.
Since the analogous construction in 4.4 can be applied to x29 ••• , Λ:W_!
succesively whenever the conditions of Lemma 3. 5 are fulfilled, we may
assume that there is a +PLO ψ
w
_! : N(x19 ••• , Λ:W_!, R') -^N(y1 u. w
Λ _ l f 1?") such that ψ ^ IJVta u - u Λ^, Mi) -φ and ^ H_1(G1J)=G2j for
each ^ where G
ιy, G2/ are £ιy, E2y (of N(xn, Sf"), Λ^(jw, SI")) in Lemmas
5. 2 and 5. 3.
If x
n
 € M, by using 5. 3 we can continue the construction and have
the required -f-PLO ψ = ψ
w
. If x
n
elM9 by (*) there is +PLO
θ:L(y
n
,R")-*L(x
n
,R") such that θ(L(yH9 M£))=L(xH9 M!) and further
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Mϊ}=φ. Let N(L(xi9 Λf f) , L(xi9 B"))=Nil9 N(L(yit Aίί),
L(yi9 R"))=Ni2 and a, b a canonical curve system of JVW2 such that a is
homotopic to zero in N
n2y θay θb is a canonical curve system of Nnl
such that 00 is homotopic to zero in N^
If Ϋn-β\N
n2: Nn2->Nn2 induces the identical automorphism of the
fundamental group of N
n2y by the method of 5.2 we have the required
+PLO as in 4.4.
If Ϋn-β\N
n2 does not induce the identical automorphism of the
fundamental group of N
n2, tyn-β(b} is homotopic to a'b9 where /φO is
an integer. Let (y
n
, y
u
> y
v
) be a 2-simplex of M2 whose vertices are
y
n
,y
u
 and y
v
. Let N
n2r\Nu2 = Bnu, Nn2r\Nv2 = Bnv, NM2r\Nv2 = Buvy they
w-l
are the cylinders. We deform ψ^ into a +PLO ψ^ : JV( V7 #*> -Wί)
-*N( V / Λ , Af£) such that ^
n
-ι\N
nl: Nnl->Nnl is a +PLO which arisesf- l ,
from ψ
w
_! and —-times rotations of B
nu
 and 5
m; about L(jyM, Mζ) whose
Δι
directions are the inverse of the orientation of a as in 3. 5.
Further ψ .J (N
ulr\Nvl) : (Nulr\Nvl) -> (Nu2r\Nv2) is a +PLO which arises
from ψ
w
_! and —-times rotations of B
uυ
 about L(y
u
, M'ί] whose direc-
Zj
tion is the orientation of a as in 3. 5. Since the rotations of B
nu
, B
uv
(B
nυy Buv) do not induce to make the torsion of NU2(NV2), ψLi really
exists such that ψLJJVί \J xi9 R"} =ψ l l_1, γLι\N( \J xi9 M"} =φ and
tφM,W,V
 φ
 ί = 1
is homotopic to δ in N
n2.
Then by 5. 2 we can construct the required ψ1 =ψ
Λ
 .
5. 5. REMARK. For nonorientable 2-manifolds the Lemma is also
true with slight modifications of the expression.
5. 6. From 5. 4, 5. 5 and Remark in 3. 2, we have
Theorem 3. Any two equivalent 2-manifolds in R4 are scmicon-
gruent if and only if they are locally congruent.
5.7. The following is well known [6. II, p. 135]. For a vertex x
of a 2-manifold M' in B*y {L(xyM"), L(x9 R")} ΦO is possible only if
jcG/M. Hence there are k internal vertices x19 ••• , xk£M' such that
{L(xj9 M"}, L(XJ, R")} ΦO. We call such points xl9 ••• , xk singular points,
of M in R4. If M has no singular point, we say that M is locally flat
in #4.
Lemma. // M{ (i = l92) are equivalent oriented 2-manifolds in R\
Then M19 M2 are semicongruent if and only if there is a one-one corre-
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spondence between the singular points x19 ••• 9 xk of Λ/Ί and the singular
points yl9 ••• 9yk of M2 such that for each j=Ί9 ••• , k
[L(Xjy Mi) , L(xj9 Rf)} = , L(yj9 R")} .
Proof. Let φ:M1->M2 be an arbitrary PLO. Since there is an
orientation reversing PLO : M, -> Λf f , we may assume that φ : Afx -> M2
be a -hPLO. Let y/ = Φ(Xj), by 1.2 (e) there is a -fPLO
 P:M2-*M2
such that p ( y / ) = y j for each y. Since the local congruence of M19 M2
arises from pφ:M1-^M2J the sufficiency of Lemma is established by 5.4.
The necessity of Lemma is evident.
5. 8. Lemma. Let {S1, S3} be an arbitrary knot. Then there is a
2-sphere S2 in R* which has the only one singular point 0 such that
[L(0y = {&, S3}.
Proof. We take an R* of R* such that there is a S1 in R3 and
{S1, R3} = {S1, S3} . Then we take an R2 of R3 and consider the regular
projection of the knot S1 onto R2. Let yly ••• ,yn be the double points
of the projection and xfl and xi2 the under and the upper points which
correspond to y{ (/ = !, ••• ,«). Let Czl be a 1-element such that IC{13 xiλ
and E{ a sufficient small 2-element such that S
λ
r\Ei = Cil\jχi2 and
Ci2 = cl(Ei-Cil). Since we can assume that (S1- \J CJ w ( 0 Cf 2) =S0,
<=1 ί-1
for some k<Lny is unknotted, there is a 2-element A of 7?
3
 such that
D0 = So. Let 0 be a point in R*—R
3
 and D/ a cone of the vertex 0 and
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the base Z?
z
 and C
a3CA' a 1-element such that Q3 = CZ1 and C{1 corre-
sponds topologically to Ct 3 by the generating lines of D/, / = !,•••,&
(see Fig). Let <9, be a point of R4 — (R3\jCi3) which belongs to the in-
terior of the cone of the vertex 0 and the base Eiy /=!,••• ,k. Let D{
be a cone of the vertex 0{ and the base C l 3wC l 2. Let D be a cone of
the vertex 0 and the base (S1-\J C^v (\J Ci3). It follows from the
fe . * = 1 <-l
construction that D\j(\JDf)vD0 is a 2-sphere S2. If we orient S2 by
ί = l
the orientation of S1, we can easily see by Theorem 6 [6. I] that S2
has only one singular point 0 such that {L(0, S2//), L(0y R")} = {S\ S3}.
5. 9. Theorem 4. There is a one-one correspondence between the semi-
congruence classes of equivalent oriented 2-manifolds in R4 and the
(unordered] finite sets of knot types, where the empty set stands for the
unknotted type.
Proof. By Lemma in 5. 7 it is sufficient to prove the Theorem that
for any orientable 2-manifold M0 and any set of knot types (κί9 -•• ,κk)
there is a 2-manifold M in R* such that M is equivalent to M0 and M
has the singular points 0{ whose knot types are #,. (/ = !, ••• 9 k ) .
If (#!, •••
 9/ck) is the empty set, M is a 2-manifold in R3(^R* equi-
valent to Λf0. Since a 1-sphere of a 2-sphere is flat in a 3-sphere
which contains the 2-sphere and <[1, 3> = 0, M is locally flat in R\
If (#!,•••,/cj is a nonempty set, there are by 5.9 mutually disjoint
2-spheres SI In R4 which have only one singular point 0{ whose knot
types are κf respectively (i = l, ••• , f e ) and a 2-manifold M* in I?3 of R*
equivalent to Λf0. Let c^R
3
 (/ = !, •••,&) be mutually disjoint 1-
elements such that for each /, C{r\M^ is one of the two end points and
in IM*, CiΓ\Si is the other end point and in 1S{ and C, are disjoint
form Sj ( i ^ r j ) . Let //,- be an appropriate small regular neighbourhood
of C{ in R
3
. M* and Sf divide //,- into three 3-elements, let JSZ be a
3-element of ίί
z
 which contains Cf . Since by appropriate modifications
of 7/
z
 the orientations of Λf#, JB, , S
z
 will be coherent on their inter-
&
sections, M =M*+ \J (jBf + S, ) is an oriented 2-manifold, where the
ί = l
addition is the algebraic addition of complexs. It is easily seen that M
is equivalent to M0 and has the singular points 0{ whose types are κi
(i = 1, ••• ,k). Thus M is the required manifold.
5.10. REMARK. In the next paper we shall prove the following:
// Ml (/ = !, 2) are equivalent oriented 2-manifolds in R* such that they
are not semicongruent and Mf (/ = !, 2) are the boundaries of regular
neighbourhoods U(Ml) in R\ then M\ and Ml are not necessarily equivalent.
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6. Applications
6. 1. Since by Theorem 2 in 4. 5, the regular neighbourhood of any
two equivalent (« — 1) -manifolds in Rn (« = 3, 4) are equivalent, the
following will be seen easily (from Lemmas 4. 2, 4. 3 and elementary
considerations).
Let M be an (« — 1) -manifold in Rn (w = 3, 4) and C1 a 1-element
which will be thought of as a cone of the vertex 0 6 /C1 and the base
B=C1 and C2 a 2-element which will be thought of as a cone of the
vertex 06 C2 and the case S=l-element C1 of C2 such that 06 C1. Then
£7(M, #) - ( V C1 X Λ ) v ( V C 2x *) ,
•
where we identify (0, #) with x.
Since C1, C2 are the cone of the vertex 0 and the base B, C{ = \J Bt
_ /£/
(ί = l, 2), where Bt=\J yt and jy, is a point of the segment Oy such that
_ _ yes
yyt'.ytO = t:l—t, thus C* = \J yt, where y^ = 0 and jΌ^jy
J£B, ί€J
6.2. Theorem 5. // Mn~l is an (n-l}-manifold in Rn (n = 3,4]
and φ .Af-^M"-1 is a PLO such that φ^l, then there is a +PLO
ψ:Rn-»Rn such that ψ | M=φ.
Proof. Let φt:M^M, / G / , be an isotopy between φ( = φ1) and
1( = Φ0). Then γ:R-*R defined by taking
ψ (*)=* if zeR-U(M,R),
γ(z) = ( y t , φ t ( x ) ) , if z£U(M,R) and « € C ' X Λ
such that *=(j>,, Λ), is a +PLO :R-+R such that ψ |M=φ.
Corollary. If Hn~l is an (n—l}-sphere or an (n—ϊ)-element in Rn
(n = 3,4) and φ:Hn-l-*Hn~l is a +PLO, then there is a +PLO
γ:Rn-*Rn such that γ\H=φ.
This follows from Theorem 5 and 1.2 (d) or 1.2 (b).
6. 3. Since the oriented 2-manif old in R3 is locally flat in R\ the
topological type of any regular neighbourhood of an orientable 2-
manifold M in R4 which is locally flat is the Cartesian product of a
1-element with a regular neighbourhood of M in R\ Hence we have
the following : Let C2(C3) be a 2-element (3-element) which will be
thought of as a cone of the vertex 0G/C 2 (0eC3) and the base B=C2
(β=2-element C2 of C3 and C2 3 0). Then ϋ(M9 R) = ( \J C2 x x) \j ( \J C3 x x),
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where we identify (0, x) with x. By the similar argument to Theorem 5,
we have
Theorem 6. // Mn~2 is an orientable (n—2}-manifold in Rn (n = 3, 4}
which is locally flat if n = 4 and φ:Mn~2-^Mn~2 is a PLO such that
φ^ly then there is a +PLO ψ:R
n
^Rn such that ψ\M=φ.
Corollary. If Hn~2 is an (n—2}-sphere or an (n—2)-element in Rn
(n = 3, 4) which is locally flat if n = 4 and φ:Hn~2->Hn-2 is a +PLO,
then there is a +PLO ψ: Rn->Rn such that ψ\H=φ.
REMARK. If « = 4, the condition of local flatness in Theorem 6 and
its corollary is essential. By 1. 2 (e) we easily have the following : Let
M be an orientable 2-manifold R*. For any PLO φ:M-+M such that
Φ^ly there is. a +PLO ψ : J?4-> JZ4 such that ψ\M=φ if and only if
M is locally flat.
6.4. The concept to be free defined by K. Borsuk [2] is an in-
variant under semicongruence. From the considerations above men-
tioned, we easily have the following:
Theorem 7. Any (n—1)-manifold and any orientable (n—2}-manifold
which are locally flat in Rn are free in Rn («==3, 4).
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